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smooth JAw wrenChes
Features
• Large capacity wrenches that will not mar chrome, brass or other fittings.
• The smooth jaws are gentle on finished and visible surfaces.
• RCORP is strong with all forged steel construction.

Reed offers large capacity Smooth Jaw Wrenches for geometric and delicate work. 
The r110heX hex wrench works for hex-shaped fittings on meters, drains, spuds 
and chrome valves, without damage from teeth. The rsPuD smooth jaw wrench is 
for square, hex or octagonal shapes where toothed pipe wrenches are not a good 
option. Both are heavy-duty, made from ductile iron with forged steel hook jaws and 
offer larger capacity than adjustable wrenches. Reed’s rCorP smooth jaw wrench 
fits up to 2” corp stops and opens to a generous maximum of 4 1/2”. A coarse  
adjustment thread and a large thumbscrew provide quick, easy adjustments for  
the numerous size changes encountered during jobs. Ford Meter Box® and A.Y. 
McDonald®, along with other brass fittings manufacturers, recommend a smooth jaw 
wrench when tightening corp stops, either into the pipe or tapping saddle, or for 
tightening the service line connection on any waterworks brass valve or fitting.

r110heX

rCorP

R110HEX 02111 2 5/8 67 10 254 1.6 0.7
RSPUD 02112 2 5/8 67 11 279 2.6 1.2
RCORP 02114 4 1/2 114  18 457 4.4 2.0

lbs kgin mmin mm
item
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hyDrAnt wrenChes
Features
• Suitable for pentagon nuts and square hydrant nuts. 

The hW forged steel and economical hWB cast ductile iron hydrant wrenches  
have spanners for either pin or lug style hose couplings. Hydrant wrenches are  
zinc-chromate plated for corrosion-resistance. The hWs45 is a Storz® style wrench 
for hydrants and 4” and 5” Storz® fittings. HWS45 has a ductile iron head and a steel 
handle. The head and threaded handle adjust to fit standard sizes of pentagon and 
square hydrant nuts. A spanner hook is part of the head casting, which loops out to 
grab lugs on the Storz® style fittings, allowing the whole hydrant wrench to turn 
these fittings for maximum leverage.

hW

hWB

hWs45

Solid bar stock handle on hW/hWB is 
both strong and knurled for more secure 
gripping for critical field applications.

Pentagon

HWB 02283 1 3/4 45 1 1/4 31 20.0 500 4.5 2.0
HW 02295 1 3/4 45 1 1/4 31 20.0 500 4.0 1.8
HWS45 02390 1 3/4 45 1 1/4 31 20.5 517 4.9 2.2 
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rAtChetinG hyDrAnt wrenCh
Features
• save valuable time with wrench’s ratchet action and quick-adjusting socket. 

Stubborn hydrant nuts beware, Reed’s Ratcheting Hydrant Wrench features a  
long-handle and an adjustable, snug-fitting socket for tackling pentagon or square nuts. 
Make loosening or tightening easier with the good leverage provided by the long handle. 
Socket adjusts quickly with the thumb screw feature. Ratchet action makes this wrench 
faster to operate than non-ratchet models during emergencies or for general maintenance 
like flushing. hWFr fits pentagon nuts or square nuts. Reduce valuable time on hydrant 
work by using a Ratcheting Hydrant Wrench.

hWFr

Pentagon

HWFR 02397 1 3/4 42 1 1/4 32 18 457 13 330 4.4 2.0
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rsPuD

Thumb Screw

hWFr in use

rCorP 
in use


